Committee members were: Carol Watson, Chair; Courtney Selby, Vice Chair; Cynthia Condit; Emily Lawson; John B. Nann; Alison Rosenberg; Latia Ward; Charlie Wilson; Tracy Woodard; Emily R. Florio, Board Liaison; Celeste Smith, Staff Liaison.

The committee publicized, evaluated, and awarded funding for the AALL Bloomberg/BNA Continuing Education Grant Program. The committee awarded funding for 13 continuing education programs. Limited funds was a substantial challenge for the committee. The following continuing education programs were funded:

- Law Repositories 2015: Shaping the Future Conference
- SEALL Institute and Annual Meeting 2014-15
- SANDALL Winter Institute 2015: Authenticating Electronic Legal Materials: UELMA & Beyond
- Too Hot to Handle: Librarians on Fire - NOCALL
- Librarian Essentials: Search and Connect - LLOPS
- The Evolving Face of Reference Services - WestPac
- Latte with Librarians - LLNE
- Cybersecurity Conference - LLAM
- SEAALL/SWALL Joint Meeting
- NOCALL - 2016 Spring Institute: New Challenges, New Opportunities
- The Fate of the Legal Scholarship Conference
- UELMA: Background, Progress, and an Implementation Story - LLAW
- Japanese Internment and the Fight for Social Justice; Public Lands: Control, Use and Conflict in the West - WestPac

The committee contributed extensively to the development of webinars by working closely with the Director of Education on the selection of topics, speakers, and moderators for the following webinars:

- Distance Education – The New Normal for Librarians
- Advanced Topics in Survey Design
- Strategies for Online Student Engagement and Learning
- Organize Better with Apps
- Advanced Competitive Intelligence: Best Practices in Conducting CI Research

Committee members promoted previously recorded webinars by profiling them via the AALL2Go Pick of the Month feature in the monthly AALL e-newsletter.

The committee is developing strategies to provide educational content in additional formats for members whose needs are not being met by the annual meeting or webinars. A member survey of format preferences and topics of interest will be distributed and evaluated in the upcoming year.